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Healthcare organizations that embrace an incremental approach towards CPOE will reduce adaptation barriers that exist today and will succeed in the future. Organizations that follow the current trend towards “Leaping” into CPOE may experience obstacles which could result in failure and will not benefit from the perceived enhancements that are promised by many healthcare leaders.

If you listen to leaders in the healthcare vendor and consulting field, they are predicting that healthcare organizations are going to “Leap” onto the patient safety and CPOE initiative. They will tell you that “A big agenda item for most hospitals in the U.S. is implementing computerized physician order entry (CPOE) for inpatients”. Based on current projections, the industry predicts that over 50% of the hospitals will have installed some component of inpatient CPOE by 2009. (Figure 1)

Of course, this belief stems from the endorsement of CPOE in the 1999 Institute of Medicine report To Err is Human. This belief has been reinforced by industry leaders from The Leapfrog Group and California Senate Bill 1875 which calls for a medication error reduction strategy in hospitals that includes the use of technology such as CPOE. Why? Because these groups estimate that CPOE can improve the quality of care and reduce serious medical errors by more than 50 percent. They believe patient safety equals quality and financial value - not just for employers, but for providers, consumers and payers of care as well. Even with this push, only a very small percentage of hospitals in the U.S. have CPOE in place. This means that most are looking at options for adding or enhancing clinical systems supporting inpatient care and successfully implementing tools such as CPOE.

With the push towards patient safety initiatives, many healthcare professionals are concentrating their IT decisions around clinical applications. As we saw in the HIMSS 2002 annual survey, 4 of the top 5 healthcare applications deemed most important over the next two years related to enterprise-wide, mission-critical clinical applications. These applications include Point-of-Care Clinical Decision Support, Clinical Information Systems, Clinical Data Repository, Computer-Based Patient Records, Radiology Picture Archiving Communication Systems (PACS), and Computerized Physician Order Entry (CPOE) Systems.

During 2002, most organizations switched their clinical priorities from point-of-care clinical information systems (CIS) to CPOE. More specifically, the current industry focus is on inpatient CPOE, and the term generally refers to electronic ordering for hospitalized patients. So why has the industry concentrated on Inpatient CPOE? The answer could be as simple as …..money.

**WHAT IS CPOE?** Most consider CPOE to be a clinical software application designed specifically for use by physicians to write patient orders electronically rather than on paper. To benefit from CPOE, an organization will require knowledge-based clinical decision support systems that provide guidance and knowledge to assist the physician in entering complete, accurate, and appropriate patient care orders. These knowledge-based systems must also provide interactive clinical alerts that notify physicians when new information is available that identifies a change in the patient’s clinical condition.
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However, without a core clinical information system for clinical documentation by the entire clinical staff, CPOE is like a car without an engine. It may look good, but it will not get you where you want to go. As described in the Six Levels of Healthcare Technology, point of care clinical charting applications are the foundation to enterprise clinical repositories and CPOE. (Figure 2).

But where does a hospital start?

The incremental approach towards CPOE should start in the clinical areas that have the highest cost and the highest clinical acuity – the critical care units. If you consider the cost and complexity of care, the critical care unit represents the bulk of clinical activity per patient day, and they represent the greatest opportunity for clinical outcomes. For example, a recent study conducted by AC Group showed that the average hospital could save as much as $50,000 per year per bed in the critical care units if clinical documentation was implemented and used by 80% of the clinicians.

According to Mr. Mark Anderson, a noted healthcare futurist, “successful organizations have taken an incremental approach towards building their healthcare IT infrastructure. Each level of technology is dependant on the previous level”. During his 30 years in healthcare, Mr. Anderson has found that over 70% of the applications that have failed occurred when an organization “leaped” ahead of one technology level before they had fully transitioned the organization from the prior technology level. The best example of this occurred during the mid 1990’s when healthcare organizations attempted to create Community Health Information Networks (CHINs). Part of the reason these systems failed was because the organization tried to leap ahead with technology without insuring that the core infrastructure was in place and operating effectively.

But where do they turn for knowledge and direction? From the vendors and consultants that profit from selling to these same organizations? Actually, the answer maybe…. “YES”. Many of the leading healthcare application vendors are providing leadership and directions towards improving care. These vendors see the benefit of creating a knowledge-based system where errors can be identified, tracked, and reduced through the use of extensive knowledge based system.
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Where are we today?

So, if CIS is a foundation for CPOE, how prepared are the nation’s hospitals for CPOE? Based on the 2007 HIMSS survey, only 38% of the U.S. hospitals today have an application designed for non-physicians (often nurses, ward clerks, and/or pharmacists) to enter orders electronically from the physician’s written orders in the patient chart.

The progress towards integrated clinical systems for many hospital/integrated delivery networks (IDNs) CIO’s is slow because they are finding it difficult to win executive management support for multimillion-dollar investments in strategic CPOE and patient Clinical Information Systems (CIS). The main reason is the current inability to show tangible, quantitative “hard dollar” ROI. As a consequence of automating documentation related to the patient care process, the CIS provides the infrastructure and is the initial building block for the CPOE.

Once hospitals understand the benefits of an incremental approach towards CPOE and the benefits of creating a foundation for CPOE in the form of a CIS, the faster the healthcare industry will benefit from the automation of knowledge-based clinical decision support systems. We already know that CIS application can be cost justified (CIS ROI – A Financial Model – a presentation at the TEPR 2007 Conference). Now we must start embracing CIS so that we can begin our migration towards knowledge-based CPOE.

Given that CIS is the foundation for CPOE, we predict that CIS installations will grow steadily over the next four years. Based on present projects and the HIMSS 2007 survey, we estimate that over 60% of the hospitals will have an enterprise wide CIS application installed and operating by 2008.

However, to effectively implement Clinical and CPOE applications, the clinical community must be assured that the application will be available and reliable 24 x 7 x 365. To accomplish this, the healthcare professional MUST insure that the vendor can guarantee an adequate technology and application “uptime”, especially with CIS and CPOE applications. Not so many years ago, back-office financial IT systems could be down for hours or even days and the organization could remain in business. Storage systems could be repaired, maintained and upgraded overnight or on the weekend without harm to the healthcare organization. Today, however, the healthcare enterprise is highly dependent on immediate access to real-time clinical data from the interrelated computing and networking systems. Scheduled downtime has gone the way of the horse-and-buggy.

CASE Study:

In 2002, Dr. Mike McCoy at UCLA Medical Center decided to invest his resources in upgrading and expanding the clinical information systems (CIS) provided by CliniComp, Int’l. Instead of “leaping” into CPOE, Dr. McCoy made sure that his CIS was enhanced and in place throughout UCLA’s 1000-plus beds. Dr. McCoy sees the value of a CIS strategy prior to a CPOE implementation in order to ensure a successful CPOE implementation when it takes place. Other organizations, like Sharp Healthcare in San Diego, have taken a similar approach. Sharp Healthcare embarked on a strategy to implement a full complement of clinical systems provided by CliniComp, Int’l. of San Diego prior to their installation of a hospital-wide CPOE. Both UCLA and Sharp see the value of computerizing their clinical areas prior to introducing order entry to their physicians.
Conclusion:

CPOE without a hospital-wide or, at the very least, a Critical Care CIS will not produce a success in most, if not all, all organizations. “Leaping” into CPOE without an investment in the clinical infrastructure will be met with minimal, opr no, success. Implement CIS in critical care, L&D, ED, Med/Surg, etc. and you will have gone a long way toward a successful CPOE implementation. And, hospital-wide acceptance. At the end of the day, isn’t that what it is all about?
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